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This study is an exploration into the Romantics'

transcendence of the dualistic world view and their

attainment of a holistic vision.

Chapter I formulates a dichotomy between the ar-

chaic (sacrosanct) world view and the modern (mechan-

istic) world view. Chapter II discusses the reality

of the religious experience in Romanticism. Chapter

III elucidates the Romantics' use of mystic myths

and noetic symbols. Chapter IV treats the Romantic

transcendence of the dualistic world view and the

problems of expressing the transcendental experience

in aesthetic form. Supporting theories include those of

Henri Bergson, Martin Buber, Samuel Taylor Coleridge,

and M. H. Abrams. The study concludes by assessing

the validity of the Romantic vision in the modern

world.
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INTRODUCTION

The human psyche perceives the world as a duality

consisting of a subject and an object. The subject may

be called the ego, the self, or the knower, while the

object may be termed the Absolute, the cosmos, or the

known; the subject is an "in-here" which is distinct from

the object "out-there." The transcendental experience

is, in its most simplified aspect, a psychical action in

which the knower may know the known. In Idealist termin-

ology, the ego may attain unity with the Absolute.1 The

purpose of this study is to elucidate the component parts

of the transcendental experience expressed in the works

of the major English Romantic poets.

The psychological aspects of the transcendental

experience have been studied by Abraham Maslow in the

field of transpersonal psychology. Maslow initially

called the experience the "peak-experience" to indicate

that it was the ultimate state of consciousness which

the human psyche may attain. He later termed it the

"core-religious experience" because, through researching

the psychological characteristics of the experience,

Maslow deduced that it is "the very beginning, the

intrinsic core, the essence, the universal nucleus of

every known high religion."2

1
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Maslow outlined twenty-eight characteristics of the

transcendental experience which may serve to illuminate the

holistic view of the universe achieved by the Romantics

in what appeared to be an otherwise irrational, fragmented

world.3

The primary characteristic of the transcendental, or

the "core-religious," experience is that "the whole universe

is perceived as an integrated and unified whole."4 The

dissociation from space and time, an inherent part of the

experience, produces the apprehension of infinity and

eternity. This view of the cosmos is accompanied by the

"cognition of being (B-cognition)" through which the external

world exists in its own right rather than as a servant of

the human being. "The perceiver can more readily look upon

nature as if it were there in itself and for itself, not

simply as if it were a human playground put there for human

purposes. . . . In a word, he can see it in its own Being

(as an end in itself) rather than as something to be used.

[B-cognition] enables us . . . to see more truly the

nature of the object in itself."5 In other words, the

cognition of being enables the knower to transcend the ego

in order to perceive the "Being" of the known.

The transcendental experience is self-authenticating

and "carries its own intrinsic value with it." 6 The value

of the reality of the experience discerns meaning in life

because the experience, as an end in itself rather than
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a means, indicates "that there are things or objects or

experiences to yearn for which are worthwhile in themselves."7

The opposing forces perceived in normal experience "tend to

be transcended or resolved"; inner conflicts disappear.

Unity of being, the "unitive consciousness," is attained.

Maslow describes the transcendental experience as "a sense

of the sacred glimpsed in and through the particular instance

of the momentary, the secular, the worldly."8

The "sense of the sacred" was a part of the Romantic

imagination. Theodore Roszak calls the mode of perception

which derives a holistic concept of the universe from the

natural world the "sacramental consciousness," the Welt-

anschauung of the "Old Gnosis." 9 The "sacramental

consciousness" wasa dominant mode of cognition in the

archaic world view, but was pre-empted by a dualistic concept

of reality. The Romantics recovered, to a certain extent,

the "sacramental consciousness"; through the transcendental

experience of the visionary imagination, they were capable

of transcending the dualistic nature of the universe and of

perceiving the cosmos as an integrated whole. "B-cognition"

and the perception of unity are the essential components of

what Maslow termed the "core-religious experience."

Romantic poetry could very well be called by the nomen-

clature T. E. Hulme gave it: "spilt-religion."10 However,

it mightbe more accurate to call it the secularization of

religion, since it is a "secularized form of a devotional



experience."11  Hulme's argument indicates a radical solip-

sism inherent in the Romantic temper: the idea that there

is no God but man. The conception of man not believing in

any God other than himself is Hulme's explanation of how the

thirst for the Absolute manifested in the Romantic Movement.

However, the age was dominated by Idealism and what Kant

called coram intuitu intellectuali: the Romantics conceived

of the Absolute because they knew it "with a faith that inly

feels." 12  This study will assert that the poetic faith of

the Romantics transcended idealistic solipsism in a quasi-

mystical fashion. The Romantics understood a ground of

being, the existence of which the intellectuals of the

Enlightenment made every effort to deny in reason's name.

The Romantic ontology, grounded in the resc itants and

applicable to all of nature, includes the "core-religious"

experience. This is the same psychical activity by which

Orphic initiates attained communion with the gods. Roszak

explains that initiation into unity with the Absolute was

a way of life inherently and completely contrary to the

objective, analytical habit of mind adopted and nurtured

by Western civilization. The objective world view is one

of alienation; the subjective is one of communion.

The effect upon the creative process of the subjective

world view was codified for posterity by Coleridge in the

Bingraphia Literaria (Bk. XIII):
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The imagination then I consider either as primary,
or secondary. The primary imagination I hold to be the
the living Power and prime Agent of all human perception,
and as a repetition in the finite mind of the eternal
act of creation in the infinite I'AM. The secondary I
consider as an' echo of the former, co-existing with the
conscious will, yet still'as identical with the primary'
in the kind of its agency, and differing only in degree,
and in the mode of its operation. It dissolves, diffuses,
dissipates, in order to re-create; or where this process
is rendered impossible, yet still at all events it
struggles to idealize and to unify. It is essentially
vital, even as all objects (as objects) are essentially
fixed and dead.13

Coleridge has defined the imagination as an active power of

perception through which the "finite mind," the mortal,

limited mind bound in spatio-temporal perception, may

contact the infinite Mind, thereby recognizing its own

essence. Friedrich Schlegel discusses this process in his

"Dialogue on Poetry":

Just as it is the nature of the spirit to determine
itself, and in perennial alternation, to expand and
return to itself, and as every thought is nothing
but the result of such an activity; so is the same
process ,generally discernible in every form of
idealism, which is itself but a recognition of this
very law. The new life intensified by this act of
recognition, manifests its secret energy in the most
splendid manner through the infinite abundance of new
ideas, general comprehensibility, and lively efficacy.

Coleridge and Schlegel, as well as other Romantic

critics and artists, were well aware of the spirit of

Idealism and its result upon the poetic process, transcen-

dental experientialism. No Kantian critique could express

this phenomenon better than the following lines by Kant's

sometime disciple Coleridge in the "Hymn Before Sunrise,
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in the Vale of Chamouni" in which, as in Shelley's "Mont,

Blanc," the mountain becomes an object for contemplation,

a transcendental symbol:

I gazed upon thee,
Till thou, still present to the bodily sense,
Didst vanish from my thought: entranced in prayer
I worshipped the Invisible alone. (p. 377)

The profoundly religious experience Coleridge portrayed

in the "Hymn' is a major characteristic of the Romantic

consciousness. The dual world of subject and object is

transcended and the sense of "unity of being" is expressed

throughout the works of the Romantics. There are certain

problems encountered in the verbal expression of what is

essentially a religious experience; language does not

accommodate this type of expression. Since the transcen-

dental experience of the Romantics approximates the mystical

experience, it therefore utilizes some of the same myths

and symbols as those employed by the mystics. Before

turning to a discussion of these matters, it is necessary

to examine some ideological differences between the

Enlightenment and the Romantic Movement in order to

establish, as far as possible, the intellectual climate

Romanticism grew out of and away from, and to supply a

psycho-historical perspective through which to apprehend

the transcendental experience.
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CHAPTER I

THE SANCTIFICATION OF NATURE

Early one morning in 1774, the aged Voltaire asked
a visitor at Ferney to join him to see the sunrise.
After a strenuous climb the two men rested on a hill
to survey the magnificent panorama before them;
Voltaire took off his hat, prostrated himself, and
exclaimed: "I believe! I believe in you! Powerful
God, I believe." Then he rose up and added drily:
"As for monsieur the Son, and madame his Mother,
that's a different story."1

This anecdote is characteristic of the eighteenth-

century sensibility in that it displays both the inherent

religious sentiment of awe and the distrust of traditional

Christianity. The philosophy of the eighteenth century

was grounded in empiricism; the superstition of the

seventeenth century had been a part of clericalism. In

Was ist Aufklarung, Immanuel Kant defined the Enlightenment2

as the absolution of man from the "state of minority," the

dependent mind bound in the superstition and fear imposed

by clericalism and lacking the courage to act autonomously.

This liberation is ascribed by Kant to the responsible

adulthood of mankind. In order to assume its responsibility

in the proper manner, the aufklarer adopted the critical

habit of mind, exalted analytical reason and good common

sense, and measured swords with a superstitious clericalism

to abolish the fears with which the church had permeated

9
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the masses. In England, particularly, the religious and

political upheavals of the Civil War and the Puritan

Commonwealth had left an indelible mark upon the meta-

physical convictions of the Neoclassicists. The Glorious

Revolution (1688) had provided for the consent of the

English people in determining their ruler, and the Act of

Toleration (1689) ended religious persecution. The "apostle

of the Revolution of 1688,"1 John Locke, was also the

"father of British empiricism."

According to Locke, the mind at birth is a tabula

rasa upon which sense data are impressed. All that can

be known must be derived through experience; all assumptions

concerning universals are merely mental constructs. Ideas

are true only if they correspond to perceivable reality.

This calculated "reasonableness" was characteristic of

the Enlightenment thinkers, who considered themselves

rational because their beliefs were supported by evidence

which they would not attempt to go beyond. Hence, the

term "metaphysical" fell into severe distrust in the

Enlightenment. David Hume claimed that

Accurate and just reasoning is the only catholic
remedy [for erring metaphysical speculation],
fitted for all persons and all dispositions; and
is alone able to subvert that abstruse philosophy
and metaphysical jargon, which, being mixed up with
popular superstition, renders it in a manner impenetrable
to careless reasoners, and gives it the air of science
and wisdom.4
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Hume further characterized the prevailing intellectual

attitude of the age by advising that when examining any

treatise "of divinity or school metaphysics" the reader

should inquire, "Doe sit contain = abstract reasoning

concerning quantity or number?" and "Does it contain

experimental reasoning concerning matter of fact or

existence?" If, as was assumed in the case of metaphysical

speculation, the answer was no, Hume proclaimed, "Commit

it then to the flames: For it can contain nothing but

sophistry and illusion." 5

The EnLightenment, then, required "matter of fact" to

combat "sophistry and illusion." Metaphysics was associated

with the Church, which had become the ally of superstition.

The complaint of the Enlightenment was registered against

the "state of minority," the dependence of the superstitious

mind, and the resulting fear imposed upon it by clericalism.

Although thinkers of the Enlightenment readily equated

religion and superstition, they did so with a definitely

humanistic purpose. It was not the face of religion which

could have shown humanity the good and the true that they

opposed; it was, rather, the face which displayed irrationally

superstitious fear and its pejorative effect upon the masses.

Decidedly, they would find their way to truth by borrowing the

same clean air and light of Olympus that the Romans of the

Golden Age had borrowed. In this sense the eighteenth-

century intellectuals sought to implement reason to put
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superstition to task, maintaining that the critical,

analytical faculties would be utilized in a humanistic

effort to free humanity from its bonds of superstition,

not expressly from religion, and certainly not from

imagination.

However, in spite of their empirical predilection,

the philosophers of the Enlightenment needed their pum

mobile: they required a God for their order. Even though

mankind had assumedly reached its adulthood, it was never-

theless grounded in the legacy which seventeen hundred years

of Christianity had bequesthed. There was a groundwork of

religion underlying the protests to abolish superstition

with the light of reason.

In The Heavenly City of the Eighteenth C

Philosophers, Carl Becker contends that the eighteenth

century, while claiming to be modern because of its

rationality, was actually medieval in temper and closely

paralleled the thirteenth century. What Voltaire and

St. Thomas "had in common was the profound conviction

that their beliefs could be reasonably demonstrated."6

The only premise for according the eighteenth century

a position in the modern world is, according to Becker,

that its language was modern. 7 However, he explains

that "the philosophers demolished the Heavenly City of

St. Augustine only to rebuild it with more up-to-date

materials":
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They denounced Christian philosophy, but rather too
much, after the manner of those who are but half
emancipated from the superstitions they scorn.
They had put off the fear of God, but maintained a
respectful attitude toward the Deity. They ridiculed
the idea that the universe had been created in six
days, but still believed it to be a beautifully
articulated machine designed by the Supreme Being
according to a rational plan as an abiding place for
mankind. The Garden of Eden was for them a myth, no
doubt, but they looked enviously back to the golden
age of Roman virtue, or across the waters to the
unspoiled innocence of an Arcadian civilization that
flourished in Pennsylvania. They renounced the
authority of church and Bible, but exhibited a naive
faith in the authority of nature and reason. They
scorned metaphysics, but were proud to be called
philosophers. They dismantled heaven, somewhat
prematurely, it seems, since they retained their
faith in the immortality of the soul. . . . They
denied that miracles ever happened, but b lieved
in the perfectability of the human race."

The point is, in short, that although the philosophes

clamored against religion, since they equated it with

superstition, they were in many respects steeped in the

very religion which they had discredited.

The Mechanistic World View

The empiricism of the Enlightenment resounded in its

scientism and the resulting "desacralization of nature."

When the "Old Gnosis," the visionary Weltanschauung of

animated nature was destroyed, the problem of the

subject-object split arose which separated man from

nature; the duality of a "self" distinct from a "not-self"

became a basic problem of Western metaphysics. While the

interaction of man and nature as psychical entities existed

as the mode of perception and cognition, there were no
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conceivable problems in reconciling the self, the ego,

the subject, with the not-self, the Absolute, the object,

since the conceptual framework did not include an "in-

here--out there" duality. Archaic man knew that he was a

part of nature and that all natural phenomena were sacred

since they were all created by the gods.9 Furthermore, all

natural phenomena were expressions of a transcendent reality.

"For religious man, nature is never only 'natural'; it is

fraught with a religious value. . . . The cosmos is a divine

creation; coming from the hands of the gods, the world is

impregnated with sacredness. It is not simply a sacrality

communicated by the gods . . . The gods did more; they

manifested the different modalities of the sacred in the

very structure of the world and of cosmic phenomena." 1 0

Nature was, for archaic man, a sacred reality which manifested

"the many modalities of . . . being"ll of which he was a

part. Blake illustrated the archaic world view when he

explained that "The ancient Poets animated all sensible

objects with Gods or Geniuses, calling them by the names

and adorning them with the properties of woods, rivers,

mountains, lakes, cities, nations, and whatever their en-

larged & numerous senses could perceive. . . . Till a

system was formed, which some took advantage of, & enslaved

the vulgar by attempting to realize or abstract the mental

deities from their objects; thus began Priesthood."1 2 The

Judeo-Christian culture set man apart from naure and attempted
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to give him control over the elements. As Lactantius

claimed in the fourth century A. D.:

Therefore the world is neither God nor living, if
it has been made: for a living creature is not made,
but born; and if it has been built as a house or ship'
is built. Therefore, there is a builder of the world,
even God; and the world which has been made is distinct
from him who made it. .'. . If, therefore, it has been
constructed as an abode, it is neither itself God,
nor are the elements which are its parts; because a
house cannot bear rule over itself, not, can the parts
of which a house consists. . . . For a house, made
for the purpose of being inhabited, has no sensibility
by itself and is subject to the master who built or
inhabits it.13

Thus, nature is pronounced dead and desacralized. It

is with this separation of mankind from nature that she was

forced further on her course from the sacred to the profane.

By the time of Bacon and Newton, "she no.longer had her

pristine glory; she had no glory at all.ll+ Nature became

a machine in the same fashion the cosmos did. The primum

mobile was not much more than a cosmic technician. Further-

more, the mechanistic world view pushed the objective

consciousness to its rationalist extreme by denying the

existence of a priori truths since they, by definition,

would have to exist independent of experience; for the

empiricist all that could be known must be known through

direct sense percepts. Empiricist epistemology seemed to

annihilate whatever vestiges remained of the "sacramental

consciousness" which considered man a part of a deified

nature. Since vision, perception of the sacred, could not
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be proven, it had no validity. Western civilization had

cultivated the objective mode of consciousness which allowed

man to separate himself from nature and thereby to mechanize

it in order to control it. The objectivized, mechanized

universe was Bacon's universe:

That the state of knowledge is not prosperous nor
greatly advancing; and that a way must be opened for
the human understanding entirely different from any
hitherto known, and other helps provided, in order
that the mind may exercise over the nature of things
the authority which properly belongs to it. 15

Authority for knowledge was thereby ascribed to the mind,

which became an instrument with which to objectivize and

thereby to alienate the universe.1 6 Roszak calls the

Baconian world view the "epistemology of alienation," since

objectivity is "that mode of consciousness which insures

(to repeat Bacon's words" that 'the mind itself . . . be

guided at every step, and the business to be done as if

by machinery.'17

The mechanistic concept of the universe appeared in

sublime poetic expression in John Donne's "Valediction

Forbidding Mourning." After professing "a love, so much

refined" that it had become intellectualized, the speaker

in the poem adopts the mechanistic image of the compass

with which to express the spiritual relationship:

If they be two, then they are two so
As stiffe twin compasses are two,

Thy soul the'fixt foot', makes no show
To move, but doth, if the'other do.
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And though it in the center sit,
Yet when the other far doth rome,

It leans, and hearkens after it,
And grows erect, as that comes home.

Such wilt thou be to med, who must
Like th'other foot, obliquely runne.

Thy firmness makes my circle just,
And makes me end, where I begunne.l1

The soul, then,,had become a metaphorical machine.

By the Enlightenment, the concept of the soul itself had

fallen into distrust since its place was in traditional

Christianity. All that remained, for all practical purposes,

was the metaphorical machine.

The Sacramental World View

The Romantics refused to accept the mechanistic

philosophy. They disclaimed the notion that the universe

was ordered at some ambiguous point in time as well as the

implication that the Orderer built the machine and retreated

from the narrow horizon of good common sense. Furthermore,

nature was not an object to be controlled by the human mind.

There was, for the Romantics, a universal Mind; nature

participated in the universal immanent Mind as did the

human psyche. This sacramental world view is characterized

by Wordsworth in The Prelude:

Wisdom and Spirit of the universe'
Thou Soul that art the eternity of thought
That givest to forms and images a breath
And everlasting motion, not in vain
By day or star-light thus from my first dawn
Of childhood didst thou intertwine for me



The passions that build up our human soul;
But with high objects, with enduring things--
With life and nature--purifying thus
The elements of feeling and of thought,
And sanctifying, by much discipline,
Both pain and fear, until we recognize
A grandeur in the beatings of the heart.

The Romantics insisted upon a psychically active

participation in the world of sense perception and the

world of the visionary imagination. The universal mind

was not only immanent, however; it was also transcendent.

How, then, -did the Romantics participate in the transcendent?

The subject-object split, the existence of which

Western consciousness no longer questioned, appeared to

pose an insoluble metaphysical gap. However, what has been

termed a "transcendental experience" was at one point in

culture a dominant mode of consciousness: the "Old Gnosis."

Nature was neither a machine nor some impenetrable "out-

there" from which the human mind was distinct. There was no

subject-object split since nothing had been objectified and

thus alienated. "All [forms] of animated nature" were, as

Coleridge claimed in "The Eolian Harp," "organic Harps

diversely fram'd,/ That tremble into thought, as o'er them

sweeps/ Plastic and vast, one intellectual breeze,/ At once

the Soul of each and God of all" (p. 102).

Stated simply, it was through the contemplation of

natural objects that the Romantics experienced the transcendent

reality in a manner approximating the "Old Gnosis" of archaic

man. "Religious meanings" were perceived "in the forms of
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Nature."20 Of course, there are necessarily differences

between the experiences of the Romantics since that which

is transcended is the state of selfhood. However, Keats's

nightingale is the point of departure for the same type of

experience evoked by Shelley's Mont Blanc. The problems

incurred in discussing transcendental experientialism evolve

from the construct of the subject-object split. It has

become a problem of knowledge subjected to epistemology

rather than allowed to exist as an ontic validity. Nature

became, when objectified, a thing man was no longer a part

of, but instead, in the words of Sir Humphry Davy, man was

"a master, active with his own instruments."21

In order to understand how Dame Nature freed herself

from her servitude to the "master," it is necessary to

examine some flickers of the "visionary gleam" present in

the eighteenth century. The prevailing attitudes toward

nature considered her as a relatively aesthetic entity.

Nature was supposed to imitate art. If she could present

to the appreciative eye a scene which could be judged

according to symmetry of form, then she could have an

aesthetic validity. This concept of imposing form as

necessary to her validity was an offspring of the mechanistic

world view. However, as Samuel H. Monk points out in The

Sublime, there were other attitudes toward nature which were

expressive of awe and grounded in the sublime. He considers

the Bluestockings the major exponents of the awesome in
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nature. He states that classical form and taste are not

innate in the English sensibility; they are, on the

contrary, culturally conditioned values. Since women

had less opportunity for a classical education than men

did, the Englishwoman could "criticize more independently

than could men, whose minds were filled with and whose

tastes were formed on a prejudged partiality to the

classics."22  The Bluestockings were highly involved

with the Gothic behavior of nature which did not adhere

to the dominant intellectual climate of the eighteenth

century. The more awesome and terrible a storm was, the

higher the pitch of fear it induced, the more influential

it was upon their emotional capacities. The fascination

with the Gothic sublime is definitely a contrast to the

climate of empiricism.

Another undercurrent of attitudes toward nature in

the eighteenth century is exemplified by James Usher, an.

Irish schoolmaster, who expressed the apperception of

nature which was to become characteristic of the Romantic

vision:

It is to meet the sublime impression undisturbed,
that the poet retires to the solitary walks of the
country; that he seeks for vales hid from the common
eye, where silence seems to take up her dwelling;
. . . there he feels with all the certainty of
intuition, the presence of the universal genius
. . . [in whose presence] ideas grow brighter than
the gilding of the sun can make them, and put on a
strange beauty that belongs not to them. It is the
beauty oP a being, indistinct, and hid as it were
in light, which the imagination in vain seems to
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lay hold of; whence you may conceive the distress,
that obliges the poet to fly from image to image, to
express rhat he finds.23

Empiricism was clearly losing its place in the theory,

of art and giving way to the fresh tide of the imagination,

"the certainty of intuition, the universal genius" spoken

of by Usher in 1769. However, Usher indicates a frustration

on the part of the poet's attempt to express "the beauty of

a being . . . hid in light." For the Romantics, the mytho-

poeic powers clearly enabled them to express the eternal

experienced in nature. It is only during those periods

in which their powers fail them that theylfly from image

to image" in order to recapture the "visionary leam"24

when the "genial spirits fail." 25 Nevertheless, Usher's

intimations are definitely indicative of the poetic faith

in the reality of the soul and its intuitive perception

of the eternal. Monk claims that Usher's statement implies

"the foundation of a religion of nature, grounded upon a

complete negation of the rationalism of the period; a

vindication of intuition against the empirical dependence

on the senses for all knowledge; one of the earliest attempts

in the century to give expression to that mood which sees

immanent in nature the ultimate reality for which the

romantic poet was to thirst.",26

Nature did not merely reaffirm her supremacy over the

human mind that had tried to mechanize her; she presented

to the psyche those visions of the infinite which could be
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experienced by the imaginative consciousness. Through

the transcendental symbols such as mountains, oceans, and

winds, which evoke the intuitional perception of the infinite,

the Romantics particiapted in the "sacramental consciousness"

of the "Old Gnosis." Wordsworth discussed the animating

spirit of the universe in "Tintern Abbey":

. * . And I have felt
A presence that disturbs me with the joy
Of elevated thoughts: a sense.sublime
Of something far more deeply interfused,
Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns,
And the round ocean and the living air,
And the blue sky, and in the mind of man:
A motion and a spirit, that impels
All thinking things, all objects of all thought,
And rolls through all things. Therefore I am still
A lover of the meadows and the woods,
And mountains; and of all that we behold
From this green earth. (p. 92)

In the Romantic Movement, nature became once again a sentient

participant in the religious impulse.
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CHAPTER II

MYTH AND SYMBOL

In order to apprehend the view of reality taken by the

Romantics, it is necessary to examine briefly the Welt-

anschauung of archaic man and the correlation between the

two modes of perception with regard to myth and symbol.

In The Sacred and the Profane, Mircea Eliade explains that

myths and symbols were realities for archaic man. Myths

were not fairy tales or imaginative stories constructed

for entertainment or instruction. They were living, sacred

expressions of the actions of the gods engaged in cosmic

creations. "The myth proclaims the appearance of a new

cosmic situation or of a primordial event. Hence it is

always the recital of a creation; it tells how something

was accomplished, began to be. It is for this reason that

myth is bound up with ontology; it speaks only of realities,

of what real happened, of what was fully manifested.

Obviously these realities are sacred realities, for it is

the sacred that is pre-eminently the real. Whatever belongs

to the profane was not ontologically established by myth,

has no perfect model." 1

Ritual was the imitation on the part of mortals of the

actions of the gods contained in myth; by re-enacting the

first creation of any cosmic phenomenon, man could bring

27



himself into communion with the gods and be like the gods.

Man transcended profane time, the "triviality of every-

dayness"; time became sacred. "The faithful repetition

of divine models has a two-fold result: (1) by imitating

the gods, man remains in the sacred, hence in reality;

(2) by the continuous reactualization of the paradigmatic

divine gestures, the world is sanctified."2

Eliade equates archaic man with religious man and

reality with sacrality. Archaic man was essentially

religious since his myths were neither euhemeristic nor

aetiological.3 They did not necessarily stem from

historical figures nor were they explanations for natural

phenomena: the were ever-present forces in the cosmos.

There was no need to explain the origins of natural

phenomena since the gods had created them. If the myth

had been merely a story, as it is for modern man, then

it would be densified and its ontic validity lost. Myth

was a living reality which contained the ontological

meaning of the cosmos. Ritual was the periodic re-enactment

of each "paradigmatic act" of the gods in creating the

universe. When archaic man imitated the actions of the

gods, he transcended the temporal and attained the sacred.

It is not difficult to observe the connection between

archaic man and the Romantics concerning the mythic mode

of consciousness. A case in point is Coleridge's definition

of the primary imagination: the "repetition in the finite
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mind of the eternal act of creation in the infinite I AM."t

The "eternal act of creation" being repeated in the "finite

mind" as the expression of the Absolute approximates Eliade's

discussion of the "repetition of divine models" and the

resulting sanctification and realization of the cosmos.

When archaic man ritually re-enacted the myth, he

raised his views from the temporal to the eternal, from

the profane to the sacred. The possibility for eternal re-

newal contained distinct implications for the potentiality

of healing through renewing that which had been impaired.

In Book Twelve of The Prelude, Wordsworth poetically

portrays this transcendence:

There are in our existence spots of time,
That with a distinct pre-eminence retain
A renovating virtue, whence--depressed
By false opinion and contentious thought,
Or aught of heavier or'more deadly weight,
In trivial occupations, and the round
Of ordinary intercourse--our minds
Are nourished and invisibly repaired;
A virtue,,by which pleasure is enhanced,
That penetrates, enables us to mount,
When high, more high, and lifts us up when fallen.

(XII, 210)

The major difference between the transcendental

experience of archaic man and of the Romantics is the

Cartesian separation of mind and body. For archaic man,

the myths were re-enacted both physically and mentally

since he maintained a unity of being. As previously stated,

the subject-object split was not a part of the archaic

consciousness. Although the Romantics did transcend the
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modern objectification of the cosmos, they did so psychically

rather than physically. Where archaic man attained communion

with the gods through physical ritual in imitation of the

divine paradigmatic acts, the Romantics attained unity with

the Absolute, through accepting, and at the same time

transcending, Idealist epistemology.5 Transcendental know-

ledge was attained "Whene'er the mist, that stands 'twixt

God and thee,/ Defecates to a pure transparency."6

The sacramental perception of nature, the recognition

of the divine through natural objects, is portrayed by

Coleridge in "To Nature" with a subtle nostalgia for the

loss of the power of ritual:

It may indeed be phantasy, when I
Essay to draw from all created things
Deep, heartfelt, inward joy that closely clings;

And trace in the leaves and flowers that round me lie
Lessons of Love and earnest piety.

So let it be; and if the wide world rings
In m6ck of this belief, it brings

Nor fear, nor grief, nor vain perplexity.
So I will build my altar in the fields,

And the blue sky my fretted dome shall be,
And the sweet fragrance that the wild flower yields

Shall be the incense I will yield to Thee,
Thee only God! and Thou shalt not despise
Even me, the priest of this poor sacrifice. (p. 429)

At the turn of the nineteenth century, no one could

responsibly claim communion with the gods; the monomyth

had long before replaced the multimyth. The Romantics

could, however, attain unity with the Absolute. The ritual

acts had undergone almost total densification; if the

sacraments of the Catholic church still retained their
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transparency, the Protestant Reformation ministered to

the densification process. Certainly by the end of the

eighteenth century any apprehension of the sacred, the

real, through ritual act retreated to the deepest chambers

of the subconscious. However, the impulse toward unity

with the Absolute was still a basic motivation in the

human psyche. The ritual re-enactment of paradigmatic

events which had in archaic civilizations sacramentalized

all of nature as well as space and timeno longer held its

transparency. In the Romantic Movement, the ritual act

expressive of a living myth emerged from the depths of the

unconscious as the noetic symbol.

Noetic Symbols

One of the greatest betrayals of religion by science

is the analytic imposition of the A : A mentality upon the

consciousness. If A : A and A : C, then A :B andlB': C.

The implication is of a one-to-one logical correspondence

of substance. It is the same method of analysis which

stripped the symbol of its transparency and reduced it to

a cipher. Keats proclaimed that "Philosophy will clip an

Angel's wings,/ Conquer all mysteries by rule and line."7

The result of the analytic habit of mind in its application

to the symbol is an explanation of the symbol stripped

of its basically transcendental structure. Eliade explained

that "for religious man, the world always presents a super-

natural valence, that is, it reveals a modality of the sacred."
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Every cosmic fragment is transparent; its own mode
of existence shows a particular structure of being,
and hence of the sacred. We should never forget
that, for religious man, sacrality is a full
manifestation of being. The revelations of cosmic
sacrality are in some sort primordial revelations;
they take place in the most distant religious past
of humanity, and the innovations later introduced
by history have not had power to abolish them."9

The understanding, then, is not comprised of rational

deductions or inductions derived through scientific analysis

or Cartesian methodology. The understanding is, on the

contrary, formed by what Eliade calls the basic "structure"

of the symbol. Roszak calls this structure the "root

meaning" upon which the human psyche builds.10 "The task

of human culture is the elaboration of root meanings in

the form of ritual or art, philosophy or myth, science

or technology--and especially in the form of language

generally, by way of progressively more attenuated

metaphors drawn from the original symbol. Root meanings

cannot be explained or analyzed; rather they are what we

use among ourselves to explain--to give meaning to--lesser

levels of experience."11

Eliade has explained the basic "structure" of the

symbol and its transparency in application to archaic man;

Roszak has explained the same mode of perception with

relation to the Romantics and the visionary consciousness.

Both explanations carry distinct Jungian overtones of a

collective unconscious of the human race. The point of

comparison between the archaic consciousness and the
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Romantic imagination is that the Romantics did recover

the capacity to apprehend through the imagination the

"certain contents" which "issue from a psyche more

complete than consciousness": Jungian intuition. The

contents of the visionary consciousness "often contain

superior analysis or insight or knowledge, which

consciousness had not been able to produce."12

There 're two roads to knowledge--the longer,
slower, more arduous road of rational combination
and the shorter path of the imagination, traversed
with the force and swiftness of electricity.
Aroused by direct contact with the ancient remains,
the imagination grasps the truth at one stroke,
without intermediary links. The knowledge acquired
in this second way is infinitely more living and
colorful than the products of the understanding.13

According to Jung, the human psyche has its own

cultural history from which transparent symbols arise.

Although the symbols may not be familiar to the conscious

mind, they will nevertheless evoke certain primordial

responses. It is this aspect of Jungian psychology which

serves to illustrate how the Romantics, through the

apprehension and expression of transparent symbols,

reached into the racial consciousness to approximate the

sacramental vision of archaic man. Jung describes genius

as the "ability to reach a rich vein of such material and

to translate it effectively into philosophy, literature,

music, or scientific discovery."'4
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The veridical experience of symbols by the Romantics

places their mode of transcendental consciousness within

the "Old Gnosis": the world view that all of nature is

an expression of the Absolute. Coleridge has expressed

this conception in "The Statesman's Manual":

A symbol is characterized . . . above all by the
translucence of the eternal through and in the
Temporal. It always partakes of the Reality
which it renders intelligible; and while it
enunciates the whole, abides itself as a living
part in that Unity of which it is representative.15

Natural phenomena are included in the Romantics'

veridical experience of symbols: birds, mountains, lakes,

oceans, winds, and lights are all suggestive of the infinite.

In this respect, Shelley's skylark does not differ in noetic

meaning from his west wind. Transparent symbols are

natural correspondences of divine realities; they are what

they represent.,The capacity to apprehend this aspect of

the transcendent, the transparent symbol, indicates a

capacity to transcend the subject-object split. When a

symbol is densified, it becomes a cipher since it has been

analyzed for its content rather than understood for its

noetic meaning. For example, the skylark, when densified,

is merely one of many, varieties of birds which, when

encountered in poetry, represent flight. Shelley's skylark

is "described" as a "blithe spirit";1 6 therefore, by putting

some pieces together to form a pattern, the analyst of the

poem deduces that the skylark is representative of the flight
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of the spirit. The densified symbol becomes a cipher, a

code, and is stripped of its ontological meaning. It has

been alienated from the, intuitional understanding.

The noetic meaning, the basic "structure," the "root

meaning," of the skylark and the flight may be understood

subjectively. Blake commented on the noetic symbol of

flight and the failure of sense perception: "How do you

know but ev'ry Bird that cuts the airy way, is an immense

world of delight clos'd by your senses five?"1 7 The noetic

meaning. of flight is not by any means restricted to bird

imagery. Roszak amplified the root of the symbol by,

explaining that "all language that associates height,

levity, loftiness, climbing, or elevation . . . is an

extrapolation from the original symbol of the shamanic

vision-flight."le The same noetic meaning applies to the

mountains in Coleridge's "Hymn Before Sunrise," Shelley's

"Mont Blanc," and the sixth book of Wordsworth's Prelude.

The qualities of "height, levity, loftiness, climbing,

or elevation" all evoke the apprehension of the infinite.

Mystic Myths

The visionary consciousness of the Romantics closely

approximates the mystical consciousness. The impulse is

the same: the aspiration toward unity with the One. In

Mysticism, Evelyn Underhill describes "three great classes

of symbols which . . . appeal to three deep cravings of

self." Two of the three classes she describes are
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basic structures of mythopoeic expressions throughout

English Romantic poetry.

The first is the craving which makes him a pilgrim
and a wanderer. It is the longing to go out from
his normal world in search of a lost home.'. . .
The next is the craving of heart for heart, of the
soul for its perfect mate, which makes him a lover.
The third is the craving for inward purity and
perfection, which mak s him an ascetic, and in the
last resort a saint.

The third myth is perhaps that from which the poet

is excluded from Underhill's rigorous bounds of the mystic.

These "three great classes of symbols" are much more than

stories or ciphers. They indicate modes of inner life.

The myth of the pilgrim and the myth of the lover appear

in the poetry of the Romantics although the myth of the

ascetic does not. The myth of the pilgrim, although it

is the "root meaning" of Byron's Childe Harold, Blake's

"Mental Traveller," and Shelley's "Hymn to Intellectual

Beauty," as well as of other works, is best exemplified

by Wordsworth's Ode on Intimations of Immortality":

Our birth is but a sleep and a forgetting:
The Soul that rises with us, our lifes Star,

Hath had elsewhere its setting,
And cometh from afar:

Not in entire forgetfulness,
And not in utter nakedness,

But trailing clouds of glory do we come
From God, who is our home.

(p. 354)

The myth of the lover, the "craving of heart for heart,"

is portrayed in Shelley's Epipsychidion, in which he
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becomes one with the "soul out of his soul" in an

"unentangled misture . . . one intense/ Diffusion, one

serene Omnipresence" (p. 408).

I never thought before my death to see
Youth's vision thus made perfect. Emily,
I love thee, though the world by no thin name
Will hide that love from its unvalued shame.
Wo'ld we two had been twins of the same mother'
Or, that the name my heart lent to another
Could be a sister's bond for her and thee,
Blending two beams of one eternity!
Yet were one lawful and theother true,
These names, though dear, could paint not, as is due,
How beyond refuge I am thine. Ah me!
I am not thine: I am part of thee. (p. O407)

Underhill explains that the "Absolute God" is the

"substance, ground, or underlying Reality of all that

is. . . . He is already as truly immanent in the human

soul as in the Universe."20 It is this Reality toward

which the pilgrim, lover, and ascetic aspire. There are

two directions for attaining unity with the Absolute.

The first is "an outgoing journey from the world of

illusion to the real or transcendental world: a leaving

of the visible for the invisible." This method indicates

the symbolism of "outward search" wherein the "Perfect"

is conceived of as "a beatific vision" of images described

as "the Blazing Star, or Magnet of the Universe." 2 1 The

first method is that of the pilgrim's questing for the

real home. The "Blazing Star" image appears in Shelley's

Adonais. The pilgrim's "spirit's bark is driven,/ Far

from the shore, far from the trembling throng/ Whose
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and sphered skies" open up and the pilgrim's journey

begins:

I am borne darkly, fearfully, afar;
Whilst, burning through the inmost veil of Heaven,
The soul of Adonais, like a star,

Beacons from the abode where the Eternal are.
(pp. 438-439)

The second method of attaining unity with the

Absolute elucidated by Underhill is the transforming of

the self into a purer form in the interest of the unity.

The symbolism is "inward change" which utilizes the

"imagery drawn largely from the language of earthly

passion" and is characterized by the "Marriage of the

Soul",2 0 (the Shelleyan epipsyche). In Natural Super-

naturalism, M. H. Abrams points out that Wordsworth's

"conception of his poetic role and his great design" is

to recover for humanity the Elysian paradise through "the

renovative marriage between mind and nature."23 The image

appears also in Blake's prophetic works as the reuniting

of the specters and their emanations; in Jerusalem, Albion

is awakened in order to reunite with his emanation,

Jerusalem. "The poem closes with the dawn of 'the Eternal

Day' of a universal resurrection in a restored paradise,

illuminated by an etching of Albion and Jerusalem in an

embrace of love." 2 4

The myths of the quest of the pilgrim for the home

and of the "heart for its perfect mate," although



recurrent in Romantic poetry, are not excluded from

other literary ages or from other art forms. They are

mythical expressions of a quasi-mystical consciousness

attained through a variety of methods of meditation and

contemplation. Other poets in other epochs were certainly

not without that heightened state of consciousness which

is the sine qua non of the poetic moment. The most

notable example in English literary history is the

Metaphysical school.25 These artists were, however,

associated with the Christianity of the Anglican Church.

Religious affiliation was not the point of departure for

the visionary consciousness of the Romantics. The

exclusive province of the Romantics was, rather, the

attainment of vision through the contemplation of natural

objects. It is the combination of the archaic world view

of the sacred in nature with the mystical act of contem-

plation described by Underhill:

This act of perfect concentration, the passionate
focusing of the self upon one point, when it is
applied "with a naked intent" to real and
transcendental things, constitutes in the technical
language of mysticism the state of recollection:
a condition which is peculiarly characteristic of
the mystical consciousness, and is the necessary
prelude of pure contemplation, the state in whih
the mystic enters into communion with Reality.2 b

For the mystic, the "state of recollection" is the

remembrance and recognition of the pristine state of the

soul. Through this initial recollection, the mystic

enters the contemplative state and "communion with

.9
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Reality." The same act of contemplation was part of the

Romantic vision. Shelley elucidates the states of recol-

lection and contemplation in Speculationson Metaphysics:

If it were possible to be where we have been, vitally
and indeed--if, at the moment of our presence'there,
we could define the results of our experience,--if
the passage from sensation to reflection--from a
state of passive perception to voluntary contemplation,
were not so dizzying and so tumultuous, this attempt
would be less difficult.27

The states of the mystic are adapted to the poetic

process by Wordsworth in his definition of poetry:

I have said that poetry is the spontaneous
overflow of powerful feelings; it takes its origin
from emotion recollected in tranquility: the
emotion is contemplated till, by a species of
reaction, the tranquilityy gradually disappears,
and an emotion, kindred to tfiat which was before
the subject of contemplation, is gradually produced,
and does itself actually exist in the mind.28

Coleridge's "Hymn Before Sunrise" is a rhapsodic

illustration of the process of recollection and contem-

plation through nature:

0 dread and silent Mount' I gazed upon thee'
Till thou, still present to the bodily sense,
Didst vanish from my thought: entranced in prayer
I worshipped the Invisible alone.

Yet,, like some sweet beguiling melody,
So sweet, we know not we are listening to it,
Thou, the meanwhile, was blending with my Thought,
Yea, with my Life and Life's owin secret joy:
Till the dilating Soul, enrapt, transfused,
Into the mighty vision passing--there
As was in her natural form, swelled vast to Heaven'

(.pp. -377-378)
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Through the fixed concentration upon his mental image

of MontBlanc, Coleridge entered into the "state of recol-

lection," the passage from the profane to the sacred. The

"state of contemplation" followed when the "dilating Soul"

was caught up in the vision of the sacred and attained

unity with the Absolute.

Another aspect of contemplation and recollection is

exemplified in Wordsworth's "Tintern Abbey" when "the

weary weight of this unintelligible world,/ Is lightened":

. . . that serene and blessed mood,
In which the affections gently lead us on,--
Until, the breath of this corporeal frame
And even the motion of our human blood
Almost suspended, we are laid asleep
In body, and become a living soul:
While with an eye made quiet by the power
Of harmony, and the deep power of joy,
We see into the life of things. (p. 92)

T. E. Hulme called Romanticism "spilt religion."29

Had he meant to imply that the religious impulse had been

dissociated from the church and had revivified itself

through the creative imagination, then his argument could

have withstood the claim of such apparent rhapsodies of

religious experience as Coleridge's "Hymn." However,

he clearly stated: "You don't believe in a God, so you

begin to believe that ran is a god. You don't believe

in Heaven, so you begin to believe in a heaven on earth.

In other words, you get romanticism."30 Hulme was

apparently examining the religious impulse of the
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Romantics from a eistic point of view since he assumed

at the outset that eighteenth century attitudes toward

religion carried over into the nineteenth. Romanticism

was, on the contrary, a rebellion against the empirical

attitude. Shelley, who wrote a pamphlet On the Necessit

of Atheism (1811), wrote also A Refutation of Deism (1814),

in which he explained that distinguishing between God and

the universe is a fallacious use of reason:

That which is infinite necessarily includes that
which is finite. The distinction therefore between
the Universe, and that by which the Universe is
upheld, is manifestly erroneous. To devise the
word God, that you may express a certain portion
of the universal system, can answer no good purpose
in philosophy. In the languagef reason, the words
God and Universe are synonymous. 1

The Romantics were rebelling against the imposition

of eistic mechanism on religion. The basically religious

vision of the sacrosanctity of the cosmos was no longer

a part of traditional religion. "Mainstream Christianity

had sacrificed the rhapsodic for the theological, the

mythic for the literal. It had become a religion of the

word, not the experience. It was without a discipline of

the visionary powers." 3 2 The business of the Romantics was

to solidify the detritus of the religious impulse. Although

the processes and products varied from personality to

personality, the end result of the efforts of the Romantics

was an affirmation of the visionary consciousness which

perceived the natural as the sacramental and the natural
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as a revelation of the "many aspects of the sacred."33

This aspect of the Romantic consciousness displayed a

view of the cosmos analogous to that of the archaic

consciousness which preceded the "dissociation of

sensibility." However, the transport of the Romantics

from the temporal (profane) to the eternal (sacred) was

not facilitated with the immediacy that was possible in

primordial times. The Romantics inherited the Welt-

anschauung of an objectified universe which did not

exist in the archaic consciousness. The mechanized

universe had become one which "proved hospitable only

to that fossilized form of Christianity which the Enlight-

enment called 'natural religion' and which Blake shrewdly

recognized as a euphemism for the total surrender of

visionary experience." 34

The recovery by the Romantics of the sacrosanctity

of the universe may be interpreted as the striving of the

human psyche for unity of being, the desire to rest again

in the wholeness of nature. The Romantics revivified

the "Old Gnosis":

The world stands displayed in such a manner
that, in contemplating it, religious man discovers
the many modalities of the sacred, and hence of
being. Above all, the world exists, it is there,
and it has structure; it is not a chaos but a cosmos,
hence it presents itself as a creation, as work of
the gods. This divine work always preserves its
quality of transparency, that is, it spgptaneously
reveals the many aspects of the sacred.-
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Through the visionary imagination, the Romantics

recognized the "many aspects of the sacred" which was an

impossibility for the objective consciousness. Both

scientific objectivism and ecclesiastical dogmatism had

alienated the universe from man. Through the subjective

relationship between man and the cosmos, and the affirmation

of the desire for unity, the Romantics secularized the

religious impulse--not in the sense of despiritualizing

it but rather in the sense of redirecting it to the natural

world. Wordsworth can be seen attempting this secular-

ization with particular reference to the role of the poet

in the following excerpt from his 1815 Essay:

Faith was given to man that his affections, detached
from the treasures of time, might be inclined to
settle'upon those of eternity;--the elevation of his
nature, which this habit produces on earth, being to
him a presumptive evidence of a future state of
existence; and giving him a title to partake of its
holiness. The religious man values what he sees
chiefly as an "imperfect shadowing forth" of what
he is incapable of seeing. The concerns of religion
refer to indefinite objects and are too weighty for
the mind to support them without relieving itself
by resting a great part of the burthen upon words
and symbols. The commerce between Man and his Maker
cannot be carried on but by a process where much is
represented in little, and the Infinite Being accomo-
dates himself to a finite capacity. In all this may
be perceived the affinity between poetry and religion--;
between religion--making up the deficiencies of reason
by faith; and poetry--passionate for the instruction of
reason; between religion--whose element is infinitude,
and those whose ultimate trust is the supreme of things,
submitting herself to circumscription, and reconciled
to substitutions; and poetry--ethereal and transcendent,
yet incapable to sustain her existence without sensuous
incarnation. In this community of nature may be
perceived also the lurking excitements of kindred
error;--so that we shall find that no poetry has been
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subject to distortion than that species, the
argument and scope of which is religious; and no
lovers of the art have go38 farther astray than
the pious and the devout.

The very fact of religious instruction relocating

itself in poetry indicates a dissatisfaction with religion.

Shelley was called an atheist, but his lyrical drama

Prometheus Unbound closes with moral instruction that

far outshines the fossilized dogma of the church:

To suffer woes which Hope thinks infinite:
To forgive wrongs darker than death or night,

To defy Power, which seems omnipotent;
To love, and bear; to hope till Hope creates
From its own wreck the thing it contemplates;

',Neither to change, nor falter, nor repent;
This, like hy glory, Titan, is to be
Good, great, and joyous, beautiful and free;
This is alone Life, Joy, Empire, and Victory.

(p. 264)
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CHAPTER III

THE SECULARIZATION OF RELIGION

The scientific world view dominated the intellectual

climate during the eighteenth century; reality consisted

of that which could be proven through the process of

rational analysis. If rationalism did not provide

accurate definitions and explanations, then any problems

of metaphysics were conveniently relegated to another

world which was beyond possible experience. One devel-

opment of the scientific world view was pointed out by

Suzanne K. Langer in Philosophy in a New Key: the

scientific method broke the several branches of philosophy

into separate sciences. Natural, mental, and social

philosophy evolved into the autonomous disciplines of

physics, psychology, and sociology. The one branch which

could not be adapted to the scientific world view was

religious philosophy. "Theology . . . has simply been

crowded out of the intellectual arena and gone into

retreat in the cloistered libraries of its seminaries."i

If the term "religious philosophy" can be construed

as objective theological systems of knowledge about the

nature of an objective God, then Langer's dismissal of

it from the "intellectual arena" to the "cloistered

libraries of its seminaries" is valid insofar as it is

49
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kept within the confines of traditional Christianity. If,

however, the boundaries of religious philosophy are extended

beyond objective theology to include the entire "intellectual

arena," the curious phenomenon of "spilt religion" (to

borrow T. E. Hulme's phrase) may be witnessed.

When the church lost its authority in moral and

political matters as well as in matters concerning know-

ledge of the universe, traditional religion lost is

veridity as a fulfillment of a vital human need. The psy-

chical requirements of man for a life of meaning surpassing

mechanical functioning found its outlet in the part of the

intellectual sphere that scientism could not command: the

creative arts. At this point in human development, when

the scientific world view had run its course and the need

for a reality beyond factual analysis arose, Romanticism

materialized in the artistic temperament and idealism in

the philosophic. Religion had indeed spilled, but not

from the concept of God to the concept of man as a god

as Hulme would have it; religion spilled from the pulpit

to the lakes and from the seminaries to the mountains.

The fundamental religious impulse toward unity with the

Absolute had given way to ecclesiastical doctrine, which

grew more dogmatic as the intellectual demands of scientism

grew more imposing. Religion, which by this time had become

doctrinal faith rather than experiential understanding,

could not hold its credibility within the scientific world

view: God and morality could not be seen nor proven rationally.
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The Experience of Reality

Although the religious impulse in traditional

Christianity was fossilized in clerical dogma, it mani-

fested itself vitally in the visionary imagination of

Romanticism and the transcendental philosophy of idealism.

The transferral of the religious impulse from the church

to the woods and open fields in the last decades of the

eighteenth century was a manifestation of a shift in

cultural consciousness.

If we nonetheless remain unaware of the full
extent to which characteristic concepts and
patterns of Romantic philosophy and literature
are a displaced and reconstituted theology, or
else a secularized form of devotional experience,
that is because we live in what is essentially,
although in a derivative rather ttian direct
manifestation, a Biblical culture, and readily
mistake our hereditary ways of organizing
experience for the conditions of reality and the
universal forms of thought.

In "Religion and the Romantic Movement," F. X. Shea

explained that the "Romantic Movement relocated reality";

for this reason the Romantics were the first moderns:

they took reality from its place "out-there" in some

"other world" where it had been since Plato and put, it

back in the realm of experience. According to Shea, the

rationalist tradition could not directly account for the

idea, "the content of an act of understanding which is

schematized, diagrammed experience."3 "If idea constitutes

reality, as the rational tradition believed, reality
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cannot be located in the richness of experience. Idea, and

thus reality, are found in some 'other world.' 4 Reality

was, then, placed as distant from human apperception in

the rationalist tradition as nature was placed from human

interaction. Just as nature had been relegated to an

"out-there" distinct from an "in-here," reality was

considered an "out-there" separated from possible

experience. Shea asserts that it was the "Romantic

determination to relocate reality in experience":

The rational tradition would have all truth, and
so all sacredness, located elsewhere, in a world of
ideal forms. Transcendence characterized every-
thing the rational tradition was willing to treat
of as "really real." But to locate'reality, even
transcendent reality, in experience, aroused
human consciousness to the possibility of a more
pervasive sacredness present in this world.5

Shea, commenting on Hulme's phrase "spilt religion,"

states that although Hulme "misunderstood the essential

accomplishments of the great Romantics," he nevertheless

understood that religion was "breaking out of established

forms in Romanticism." Facets of religious activity cited

by Shea in relation to the "breaking out" are "Methodism,

Pietism, Evangelicism, Swedenborgianism, Transcendentalism,

nature worship [and] Satanism." 6 Shea maintains that

Hulme's metaphor of a "spilling" of religion ought to be

renamed a "liberation.,"7

Shea further postulates that the causal factors for

the relocation of experience--the transferral of sacrosanct
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values from the "other world" of the rationalist to this

world--include the nominalistic view of Protestantism and

its "devaluation of the idea," and for this reason:

Protestantism, although it denied the experience of truth

and accepted the faith of truth, nurtured a devotion to

the reality of the transcendent even though that reality

could not be experienced. Roszak explains that in "the

Protestant universe, there survives only one spiritually

valuable remnant: the buried spark of longingthat lingers

in the human soul." Although the transcendent (Godhead)

could not be experienced, it sustained its existence under

the potentially destructive effects of scientism.

Part of the Romantics' inheritance was this "buried

spark of longing" for what Shea calls the "other'world."

The Romantics would not accept a mechanized universe in

which reality, and hence sacrality, was an "out-there"

which could not be experienced by the "in-here"; they would

not accept the eclipse of God. The transcendence of the

visionary imagination bridged the culturally imposed gap

between experience and reality. Wordsworth indicates

the possibility for this transcendence in The Prelude

when he discusses the power of the imagination and the

apperception of "glory" which occurs

. when the light of sense
Goes out, but with a flash that has revealed
The invisible world. . . . . (Vi, 166)
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Wordsworth's revelation illuminates the conception that

"Our destiny, our being's heart and home/ Is with

infinitude, and only there" (p. 166).

Shea, in relating the transcendental experience of

the Romantics to traditional Christianity, equates the

Romantic vision characterized by Wordsworth with

"incarnational religious transport":

It is really not until the Romantic movement
made it possible for us to value experience . ..

that it became possible to establish a fresh under-
standing of the Incarnation. Religion, in an
incarnational sense, is a positive experience of
what lies beyond experience. Religion, being
experience of the transcendent, grounds all faith,
not the other way around, as theologians of the
Barthian school would have it. To experience the
transcendent is analytically absurd, but men do it,
or say they do it, and they name such experience
religious. 

The problem Shea sees in the analytical absurdity

of transcendent experience lies in the authentication

of the experience. It is a contradiction in terms to speak

of experiencing the transcendent since the transcendent is,10

by definition, that which is beyond all possible experience.

However, Shea argues for the possiblity of authenticating

what is apparently impossible, that is, the verifying of

a rationally absurd experience, when he claims that "all

experience is self-authenticating, at least in the sense

that an analytic process conducted by someone else who

stands outside the ambit of a given experience is

irrelevant to the convictions of whoever is within it. 11
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When he claims that "imaginative transport is like the

Incarnational vision of modern Christian theology,

self-authenticating,"12 he is setting the visionary

consciousness apart from the realm of scientific scrutiny.

The experience carries its own authenticity, which cannot

be analytically proven by someone who has not had the

experience. In fact, it cannot be analytically proven

even by the person who did have the experience. The crux

of Shea's argument is that by the Romantics' avowal of

the primacy of the visionary imagination, that which is

transcended becomes that which is transcendental. Reality,

assigned by the rationalist tradition to the "other world,"

which contained all sacredness and truth, became a part

of this world. Reality had previously been located out-

side the realm of possible experience; Romanticism

affirmed the location of reality in experience.13 "The

Romantics sought a new religion. If reality, and therefore

Godhead, are locatable in human experience, then the religion

engendered by the negative theology, which would locate

reality beyond the world, could no longer apply."'4 Blake's

"Voice of one crying in the Wilderness" in 'All Religions

are One" pronounced that "the true method of knowing is

experiment" and "the true faculty of knowing must be the

faculty which experiences."1 5

The split in cultural consciousness between an

"in-here" (a subject) distinct from an "out-there" (an
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object) could no longer be bridged by traditional religion

because it had placed reality in the "other world" which

had become unknowable. The visionary capacities of the

imaginative consciousness of the Romantics healed the

break between the subject and the object. What was once

religious faith had become poetic faith.

The Ontic Validity of Experience

Coleridge's definition of poetic faith is the

"willing suspension of disbelief for the moment.",16

Momentarily, the disbelief in the possibility of the

experience of reality is suspended; the rational

faculties give way to the imaginative powers, which

transfer the belief in the "value of reason" to belief

in the "value of experience."17 With the Romantics,

religion liberated itself from the empirical world view

to enter into the experiential. Walter Kaufmann discusses

the experiential in relation to the empirical in his

Critique of Religion and Philosophy:

The intense experiences of individual -- the
lust for knowledge, the passion to create.,. the
deep disturbance of the confrontation with great
works of art, moral despair, or any inkling of
the numinous--all this is foreign to empiricism
The world of empiricism is a dessicated world.l1

Kaufmann's treatment of the experiential and the

empirical suggests the existence of fundamental psychical

experiences which empiricism cannot account for. Underhill
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elucidates the,"more intractable" of these experiences as

religion, pain, and beauty. "All three, for those selves

which are capable of receiving their messages, possess a

mysterious authority far in excess of those feelings,

arguments, or appearances which they happen to contradict.

All three, were the universe of the naturalists true,

would be absurd; all three have ever been treated with

the reverence due vital matters by the best minds of the

race."1 9

Religion is not necessary for the physical existence

of man. The "great religions" have little rational basis;

they "rest, one and all, on a primary assumption that can

never be demonstrated, much less proved--the assumption that

the supra-sensible is something important and real, and is

intimately connected with the life of man."20  Materialistic

philosophy cannot account for religion; neither can it ac-

count for pain. The physical threshold of pain is discounted

by Underhill through the conception of the mental derivation

of pain: physical suffering can be destroyed or minimized

through anaesthetic. For Underhill, the question of pain

is not centered in the conditions which cause the experience,

but in the experience itself: "why do these conditions

hurt the self?"

For utilitarian purposes acute discomfort would be
quite enough; the Cosmic Idea, as the determinists
explain it, did not really need an apparatus which
felt the throes of cancer, the horrors of neur-
asthenia, the pangs of birth. Still less did it
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people's irremediable pain, the dreadful power
of feeling the world s woe. We are hopelessly
oversgisitized for the part science calls us to
play.

The varieties of pain that are inherent in the human

condition do not require factual verification for their

validity and hence do not include themselves in the

empirical; they are fundamentally experiential and self-

authenticating. They cannot be analyzed or formulated

into an analytical theory which could explain and

reproduce the experience.

The experience of beauty is the third of the funda-

mental experiences discussed by Underhill. She cites

"the existence of music and poetry, the qualities of

beauty and of rhythm, the evoked sensations of awe,

reverence, and rapture" as a part of the purely

experiential.

The question why an apparent corrugation of
the Earth's surface, called for convenience' sake
an Alp, coated with congealed water, and perceived
by us as a snowy peak, should produces in certain
natures acute sensations of ecstasy and adoration,
why the skylark's song should catch us up to heaven,
and wonder and mystery speak to us alike . . . in
the cadence of the 'wind, is a problem that seems
to be merely absurd, until it is seen to be
insoluble.24

When viewed from the empirical point of view, the

experience of beauty may well be a "problem" which is

"insoluble." When understood experientially, however,
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beauty is certainly not a problem in need of a solution.

Perhaps the empiricist world view and its effects upon

the artistic sensibility may account for the inception

of the philosophy of aesthetics: empiricism attempted

to make a science of the experience of beauty. The impos-

sibility of this attempt may be witnessed through Hegel's

definition of beauty as "the spiritual making itself known

sensuously." 2 3 This treatment of beauty could certainly

not be admitted to what Kaufmann called the "dessicated

world of empiricism." An analysis of beauty would not

include the perception of the spiritual through the

sensuous.

Briefly, then, the empirical method of knowin can-

not encompass the ontic validity of religion, pain, and

beauty as the fundamental experiences that "mediate ..*.

spiritual messages" indicative of the Absolute.2 4 Reality

may be apprehended through fundamental, self-authenticating

experiences; reality is therefore located in experience.

The Christian vision of the mystics, which is the

basis for Underhill's discussion, metamorphosed at the

end of the eighteenth century into the imaginative vision

of the Romantic artists. The major difference between

mystics and artists is, in Underhill's opinion, that while

the transcendental experiences of the artist are intermit-

tent, the mystic's are enduring. Despite the fact that

the Romantics could not sustain what Wordsworth termed
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"attendant gleams/ Of soul illumination," 2 5 they could,

nevertheless, affirm through their occasional illuminations

the subjective relationship between the human psyche and

the cosmos. Reality was "relocated in experience" rather

than placed beyond all possible experience. In Shea's

terminology, the "Romantic Movement made it possible .

to establish a fresh understanding of the Incarnation."2 6

The connection between religion and poetry and Romanticism's

revitalizing of the "understanding of the Incarnation" are

discussed by Kaufmann in a passage concluding "what was

poetry when it was done once spontaneously, becomes religion

when it is enforced."27  For Kaufmann, then, the poetic

impulse and the religious impulse differ only in modality.

Whenever dogma aid ritual are liberated from
authority and routine, and their original spontaneity
is re-experienced, they become poetic again. In the
experience and utterance of the mystic, religion
manifestly becomes poetry, and its essentially non-
literal character is made evident

Fundamental experiences are "essentially non-literal"

because once they are subjected to conceptualization, they

are objectified and forced into the empirical realm; words

are sought which will best define the experience. At this

point, Roszak's definition of poetry may be introduced, for

it deals with the problem of literalism and experientialism.

Poetry . . . is the therapeutic subversion of
language by language; it is language doctoring
its own disease of literalism with the medicine
of symbolic play.29
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The "disease of literalism" is one of the basic tenets

of the arguments from religious experience: language is

not geared to religious expression. Religious experience

and poetic experience suffer from the "disease of literalism"

because they are essentially subjective; conceptualization

is objective. Language cannot place adequate tags on

subjective experience.
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CHAPTER IV

TRANSCENDING THE SUBJECT-OBJECT SPLIT

The concepts of subjectivity and objectivity and the

relationships resulting from the two types of experience

did not find full expression in the discipline of philo-

sophy until the twentieth century, with Henri Bergson's

publication of Introduction to Metaphysics (1903) and

Martin Buber's publication of I and Thou (1923). An

elucidation of the metaphysical systems of Bergson and

Buber will help to clarify the relationship between

subject and object which is the groundwork of the

Romantic vision.

Bergsonian Theory

Bergson states that there are two ways of knowing

an object. The knower may either know relatively, by

moving around the object, or absolutely, by entering into

the object.' Relative knowledge is representational;

absolute knowledge is original. Bergson's concept of rela-

tive knowledge approximates Plato's concept of imitation,

since relative knowledge, like representation, depends

upon the point of view taken and the symbols utilized to

convey the essence of the object. By moving around an

object rather than into it, the knower must implement

64
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representations of the object because the object is known

only indirectly. Symbols are, for Bergson, translations

of the thing-in-itself. In Plato's archetypal idealism,

the object known always remains a copy of the eternal

object. Since human psyches have only finite cognition,

they may not know the essences in the world of forms.

They may not attain absolute knowledge since, for Plato,

the absolute realm is hidden byan impenetrable veil.

In his metaphysical system, Bergson makes an explicit

point of the difference between the absolute and the

infinite. When he claims that absolute knowledge is

possible, he means that human cognition may obtain first-

hand knowledge of an object. The infinite is knowledge

of that which "lends itself at the same time to an

indivisible apprehension and to an inexhaustible

enumeration."2 After distinguishing between the absolute

and the infinite, Bergson discusses his concept of intuition

as the requisite for absolute knowledge.

We call intuition here the sympathy by which one
is transported into the interior of an object in
order to coincide with what there is unique and
consequently inexpressible in it. Analysis, on
the contrary, is the operation which reduces the
object to elements already known, that is, common
to that object and to others. Analyzing then
consists in expressing a thing in terms of what
is not it. All analysis is thus a translation,
a development into symbols, a representation
taken from successive points of view from which
are noted a corresponding number of contacts
between the new object under consideration and
others we believed to be already known.3
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Representations, as translations which are the

necessary tools for relative knowledge, are always

imperfect since they implement symbols as ciphers to

know around the object. "Positive science" is a system

of relative knowledge since it utilizes symbols to

represent things it cannot absolutely know, The realm

of relative knowledge and its dependence upon the symbol

as cipher is in part responsible for the "disease of

literalism" discussed by Roszak. Through the utilization

of the language of the cipher in describing separable

qualities of an object, relative knowledge posits itself

as a dominant mode of consciousness; language describes

qualities of the object, but it remains impotent to

articulate the essence of the object itself. Hence the

argument from religious experience, which comprehends

essences rather than separable qualities, and unity

rather than diversity, levels its charge against the

inadequacies of language. Religious experience is

basically subjective experience and what Bergson called

absolute knowledge; the language of objective experience

and relative knowledge cannot express the fundamentally

subjective religious experience. Relative knowledge,

insofar as it is the propagation of the language of symbol

as cipher, is responsible for the "disease of literalism"

which poetry, as the "therapeutic subversion of language

by language," seeks to remedy.
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Metaphysics, for Bergson, is "the science which claims

to dispense with symbols." The demand he places upon

metaphysics is that "it must transcend concepts in order

to reach intuition."4 He admits that since metaphysics

is a science, it must, like all other sciences, utilize

concepts, and yet

it is strictly itself only when it goes beyond
the concept, or at least when it frees itself
of the inflexible and ready-made concepts and
creates others very different from those we
usually handle, I mean flexible, mobile, almost
fluid representations, always ready to mold
themselves on the fleeting forms of intuition.5

The imperative placed on metaphysics by Bergson is

the transcendence of relative "concept-knowledge"; the

concept is a barrier to the intuition. Relative knowledge

is that knowledge which Shelley called "the curse which

binds us to be subjected to the accident of surrouding

impressions."6  It is "life's dark veil."7  Poetry, for

Shelley, overcomes the curse of relative knowledge and

permits entry into absolute knowledge.

[Poetry] reproduces the common universe of which
we are portions and percipients, and it purges
from our inward sight the film of familiarity
which obscures us from the wonder of our being.
It compels us to feel that which we perceive,
and to imagine that which we know. It creates
anew the universe, after it has been annihilated
in our minds by the recurrences of impressions
blunted by reiterationO



Poetry is, then, an expression of absolute knowledge:

the everyday clothing of the cosmos, the concept, is

stripped away. To Shelley, emotions surpass common

perception; imagination surpasses relative knowledge.

The universe, which was "annihilated in our minds" by

the impositions of concepts, is revivified through the

mythopoeic faculties. In short, absolute knowledge is

poetic knowledge. It is subjective because the object is

known by entering into it rather than by objectifying and

moving around it. Wordsworth states in the Preface to

Lyrical Ballads that "Poetry is the first and last of all

knowledge--it is as immortal as the heart of man."? 9 It

is the knowledge to which Keats gave the name "Negative

Capability," the knowledge attained "when a man is capable

of being in uncertainties, mysteries, doubts, without any

irritable reaching after fact and reasonJ' which are the

barriers to the poetic imagination.10

Buberian Theory

Martin Buber's I and Thou asserts the same type of

theory of knowledge as that advanced by Bergson. The

"basic words" which Buber utilizes to discuss subjective

and objective knowledge are "I-Thou" and "I-It."l1  He

introduces his ontological arguffent by stating that the

"world is twofold for man in accordance with his twofold

attitude."12 Essentially, however, the world is a-unity;

man has cultivated the duality. The twofold attitude of
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man is composed of the subjective and the objective.

When either pair of primary words--I-Thou or I-It--are

spoken, "they establish a mode of existence."13  I-Thou

is an utterance of the Wesen, the essence and entirety

of being, while I-It is a verbalization of a part of

the being.

To say "Thou" (and consequently "I-Thou," for both

existence and relation are asserted in the primary words),

is to establish subjectivity. Bergson's absolute knowledge

and Buber's eternal "I-Thou" are exemplified poetically

in Keats's Endymion:

Wherein lies happiness? In that which becks
Our minds to fellowship divine,
A fellowship with essence, till we shine,
Full alchemiz'd, and free of space. Behold
The clear region of heaven! (p. 88),

In the terminology of Bergson, the subject has attained

absolute knowledge. From Buber's point. of view, the

primary words "I-Thou" have been spoken. For the

Romantic, the visionary imagination has been the mode

of experiencing the eternal truth of, cosmic unity.

In Buber's conceptual framework, the "I-Thou" is

unity of being; this relationship denies the world of

things as objects, the world of qualities separated from

things, and the world of mechanics. To stand apart from

the Thou and to experience it objectively is to destroy

it. The "I-Thou" is "standing in relation to" an external
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object which, through a "boundless reciprocity" between

the I and the Thou, becomes internalized.14 Thou cannot

be known rationally and objectively, but it can be known

intuitively and subjectively. Knowledge of the Thou

excludes time. Since Thou encompasses all of time, it

is not a part of time. The Thou is not known by the

temporal ego; rather, it is confronted by the Wesen.

Once the Thou is approached by the ego, once it is

examined objectively, it ceases to be Thou and becomes

It, an object of surveyance with separable qualities and

possibly mechanical functions.15 As a cosmic paradox,

"I-Thou" encompasses all while it excludes all. Buber

states that "everything, picture and movement, species

and instance, law and number [are] inseparably fused" in

the "I-Thou.",1 6 When the all is broken into parts, the

Thou is destroyed in the psyche. According to Buber,

"this . . . is the sublime melancholy of our lot that

every You must become an It in our world." 17

Only the It is concerned with and subject to order.

Thou cannot be a part of the "system of coordinates" because

Thou is the envelopment of all order. While Thou may be

spatial, it is at the same time boundless; all other spatial

things are "background.",l Thou may also be temporal, but

its beginning and end are of itself, and not of a sequence

in time. Thou is causal, but it is the first and last

cause and effect, "the beginning and end of the event,"1 9
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Thou "does not help you to survive; it only helps to give

you intimations of eternity."2 0 The brief relation with

Thou is an augury of the eternal Thou, the vibration which

exists before Thou becomes an It of a thought form.21

The "I-Thou" as absolute, subjective knowledge

devoid of concept and formed thought is exemplified by

Wordsworth in "Expostulation and Reply" and "The Tables

Turned." When Wordsworth asserts that "there are Powers/

Which of themselves our minds impress;/ That we can feed

this mind of ours/ In a wise passiveness," he describes

the knowledge which could be attained through the absence

of rational mental processes. The psyche should still

itself in order to attain wisdom from the "I-Thou." If

the faculties which objectify and alienate the world are

utilized, the "I-Thou" becomes "I-It." In Lamia, Keats

lamented the imposition of the objective habit of mind:

. Do not all charms fly
At the mere touch of cold philosophy?
There was an awfnl rainbow once in heaven:
We know her woof, her texture; she is given
In the dull catalogue of common things.
Philosophy will clip an angel's wings,
Conquer all mysteries by rule and line,
Empty the haunted air, and gnomed mine--
Unweave a rainbow . . . (p. 212)

Wordsworth commented on the alienation of the objectified

world in "The Tables Turned":

One impulse from a vernal'wood
May teach you more of man,
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Of moral evil and of good,
Than all the sages can.

Sweet is the lore which Nature brings;
Our meddling intellect
Mis-shapes the beauteous forms of things:--
We murder to dissect. (p. 83),

In order to establish the "I-Thou," the "meddling

intellect" which is a part of self-consciousness cannot

be employed as a method of knowing. Furthermore, all

consciousness of the self must be lost in order to enter

into relation with the Thou. When self-consciousness

intrudes into the relationship, the self is then

alienated from the Thou, which in the process of

ali-enation becomes an It. Blake's Milton lamented the

realization that in his "Self-hood" he was Satan: "I

will go down to self annihilation and eternal death,/

Lest the Last Judgment come & find me unannihilate/ And

I be siez'd and givtn into the hands of my own Self-hood."2 2

By retaining the consciousness of the self, Milton could

not encounter what Buber termed the "Eternal Thou."

In summary, the I and Thou postulates two modes of

relation. The "I-Thou" is complete subjective relation

which exists in encounter and is unfettered by conceptual

knowledge. The "I-It" is objective alienation which

exists in conceptualization and is bound by analysis and

description. Once the Thou is conceptualized, it becomes

an It. "I-Thou" is what Bergson called "absolute" know-
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ledge; "'I-It" is "relative" knowledge. There are some

inconsistencies between the terminology employed in the

I and Thou and the terminology set forth in this study.

Buber explicitly states that experience belongs to the

world of "I-It" since the term experience indicates an

alienated object which is experienced. The "encounter"

of the world of "I-Thou" is equivalent to "relation" as

a mode of existence. "The world as experience belongs to

the basic word I-It. The basic word I-You establishes

the world of relation."23 In contrast to the vocabulary

utilized by Buber, the terms implemented in this study

oppose the experiential to the empirical. The contra-

diction lies in the fact that, according to Buber, the

world of experience is always objective and the world

of relation is always subjective. However, the world

of experience discussed by Buber is that Weltanschauung

in which experiences is an act of objectification which

requires authentication through sense perception. This

conceptual framework is called the empirical in this study.

In contrast, Buber's "world of relation" exists in the

subjective "encounter" between the I and the Thou. Because

the encounter is essentially a subjective experience, valid

in its own right, between two essences, the term "exper-

iential" is used here to describe the subjective encounter.

The inconsistencies between Buber's terms and those employed

here are basically differences in semantics rather than
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in concepts. The contradiction lies in the fact that,

according to Buber, the world of experience is always

objective and the world of relation is always subjective.

The experiential, in this study, indicates a subjective

relationship between the I and Thou while the empirical

indicates an objective relationship between the I and It.

Let it suffice to say that the "I-Thou" world of relation

proposed by Buber and the "absolute knowledge" discussed

by Bergson are two ways of describing the essentially

subjective experience between the human psyche and the

cosmos.

The Problem of Aesthetic Form

Artistic creation and poetic knowledge belong to the

subjective realm. Buber discusses the problem of art as

the interpretation of an essentially subjective experience:

This is the eternal origin of art that a human
being confronts a form that wants to become a work
through him. Not a figment of his soul but some-
thing that appears to one soul and demands the
soul's creative power. What is required is a deed
that a man does with his whole being: if he commits
it and speaks with his being the basic word to the
form that appears, then the creative power is
released and the work comes into being.Y4

Although there is no ontological problem in the encounter

since the encounter is itself the ground of being, there

is a problem of expressing artistically the experience of

the encounter. Buber explains that in artistic creation
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there is both a "sacrifice and a risk"; that which is

essentially subjective must be objectified:

The sacrifice: infinite possibility is surrendered
on the altar of form; all that but a moment ago
floated playfully through one's perspective has
to be exterminated; none of it may penetrate into
the work; the exclusiveness of such a confrontation
demands this. The risk: the basic word can only
be spoken with one's whole being; whoever commits
himself may not hold bask part of himself; and the
work does not permit me, as a tree or a man might,
to seek relaxation in the It-world; it is imperious:
if I do not serve it properly, it breaks, or it
breaks me.25

The problem in artistic creation is the demand upon

the Wesen of the artist by the Thou of the relationship

to be given expression through form. When the form is

imposed, the Thou necessarily becomes an It since a

descriptive element has entered into the relationship.

Buber claims, however, that the Thou demanding to receive

form must "sacrifice" the "infinite possibility" which it

enjoyed in the confrontation; it must be limited. Buber's

aesthetic theory as it has been presented here bears a

close resemblance to Romantic theories of the passive

fancy and the active imagination.2 6 The imagination is

usually considered a "shaping or modifying power" while

the fancy is termed an "aggregative and associative

power."27

The basic problem in artistic creation is the

necessity of objectifying that which is essentially
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subjective in order to give it expression. The Thou is

alienated Through the imposition of the form which is

demanded, and hence it cannot remain a Thou. It is the

"sacrifice" of the "infinite possibility" of the Thou

which Dennis Taylor discusses as the dilemma between

"organic unity" and the "creative dialectic."28

Taylor cites as the "Romantic poet's agony" the

"tension in this desire to write a great and permanent

poem about a present and palpable world." 2 9 The basic

assumption of the Romantic world view is the organic

concept of the universe. If the universe is an organism

which is forever growing and changing, how can a poet

produce a work which will necessarily be fixed in time;

how can he retain the validity of the organic concept?

What is the relationship of the static poem to an organic

reality? Taylor sets the "organic continuity" of

Wordsworth and the "creative dialectic" of Blake in

opposition and asks which one should be considered "the

primary Romanticism.3 0 "Organic continuity is a required

theory if the poem is to be a part of actual changing

life; creative dialectic is required if the poem is not

to be subject to the natural decay of actual changing

things."31 Taylor concludes that the "dialectical model

never wholly frees itself from the organic model because

then it would have not content"; it would be a synthesis

independent of reality.
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Indeed, as it resists the organic model it depends
on it. The apocalyptic "vision of finality" is
perpetually reconstituted anew in the present world.
The dialectical poem should lead the reader to the
point where dialectical self-qualification becomes
so intense that it creates from its own wreck the
thing it contemplates--a new reality generated by
the conflict itself--or it reveals the changing
reality which includes and yet is independent of
the dialectic: "Thou art there!" The confusion
of these alternatives seems to be an important
part of the apocalyptic illusion which wishes to
remain locked in a palpable Edenic present without
the limitations of material change. 3 2

The dilemma proposed by Taylor may be in part resolved

by the problematic concepts set forth by Buber. The

"apocalyptic illusion which wishes to remain locked in a

palpable Edenic present" is the "I-Thou" encounter, the

timeless present of the essential subjective relationship.

In trying to express the "Edenic present," the artist is

faced with the demand to "sacrifice" the infinite, for

form. This aesthetic problem is, in a large part, due

to the oscillating location of reality. Taylor's

dichotomy of "organic continuity" and the "creative

dialectic" indicates, in the former premise, that reality

lies in nature, and in the latter case, that reality lies

in the human psyche. In Structures of Experience, Richard

Kuhns comments on the problems involving art and the

reality upon which it draws by utilizing the aesthetic

theories of imitation and expression. Art as imitative

of nature "presupposes an antecedent reality from which

the art work draws its value as something true. . . .



Expression theories opened up the possibility that the art

work itself is part of the aesthetic reality and need not

derive its value from a distinct and separate natural

reality."33

In The Mirror and the am, M. H. Abrams postulates

that "the year 1800 is a good round number . . . and

Wordsworth's Preface a convenient document, by which to

signalize the displacement of the mimetic and pragmatic

by the expressive view of art in English criticism."34

If Abrams's assertion that the Romantics instigated the

shift from imitation to expression and Shea's argument

that they "relocated reality in experience" are taken

into consideration, it becomes apparent that the Romantics

were perplexed concerning the reality of nature and the

reality of the mind. Coleridge offers a discussion of

the dilemma in Chapter XII of the Biographia Literaria.

in relation to the problem of philosophical knowledge.

The Interaction of Mind and Nature

In distinguishing between the subject and the object

as the self or intelligence and nature, Coleridge asserts

that "in all positive knowledge there is required a

reciprocal concurrence"3 4 between intelligence and

nature; this concept has been described in Buber's terms

as the "boundless reciprocity" between the I and the Thou.

If the "concurrence" between intelligence and nature is
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to be expressed, there must be a first principle: is

the point of transcendental departure the subject or the

object?

During the act of knowledge itself, the
objective and subjective are so instantly united,
that we cannot determine to which of the two the
priority belongs. There is here no first, and no
second; both are coinstantaneous and one. While
I am attempting to explain this intimate coalition,
I must suppose it dissolVed. I must necessarily
set out from the one, in order to arrive at the
other. But as there are but two factors or
elements in the problem, subject and object, and
as it is left indeterminate from which of them I
should commence, there are two cases equally
possible.3 5

The first case cited is that in which the objective

is the first principle., The assertion of the objective

makes it necessary "to account for the supervention of

the subjective, which coalesces with it."36  Natural

philosophy "assumes the objective or unconscious nature

as the first [principle], and has therefore to explain

how intelligence can supervene to it, or how itself can

grow into intelligence."3 7 This view posits intelligence

in nature.

The second view asserts the subjective as the first

principle. "The problem then is, how there supervenes to

it a coincident objective."3  The intelligence is the

given. The problem lies in accounting for the action of

nature upon the intelligence. The former case asserts

that nature exists independent of human intelligence,



the latter that intelligence gives nature its existence.

To exemplify the former case, in The Coliseum, Shelley

claims that "the ocean, the glacier, the cataract, the

tempest, the volcano, have each a spirit which animates

the extremities of our frame with tingling joy."39  The

animation, the life, belongs to nature. The latter case

is amplified in Coleridge's "Dejection: an Ode," in

which he asserts that "we receive but what we give/ And

in our life alone does nature live" (p. 365). In Chapter

XII of the Biographia Literaria, he attempts to reconcile

the split between subject and object:

Now the pparent contradiction, that the former
position, namely, the existence of things without
us, which from its nature cannot be immediately
certain, should be received as blindly and as
independently of' all grounds as the existence
of our o being, the Transcendental philosoph er
can solve only by the supposition, that the
former is unconsciously involved in the latter;
that it is not only coherent but identical, and
one and the same thing with our immediate self
consciousness. To demonstrate this ident tyis
the office and object of his philosophy.4U

The "Transcendental philosopher" assumes his responsibility

for the abridgment of the subject-object split. The

experience of transcendence is the affirmation of the

interaction of mind and nature which actualizes the

perception of the holistic nature of the universe.



Abrams's "Renovative Perceptions"1

Of the critics who have addressed themselves to the

problems incurred by the subject-object split and the

Romantic transcendence, one of the most recent is M. H.

Abrams. In Natural Supernaturalism Abrams explains that

the Romantic vision consists of three essential "modes of

renovative perception": "freshness of sensation, moments

of illumination, and visual transvaluations," 2 With the

first mode of perception, "freshness of sensation," the

world is renewed by dispensing with the structures of

traditional concept-knowledge. Abrams points out as a

shortcoming of literary historians their emphasizing

Wordsworth's exaltation of the language of the common man

(in the Preface to Lyrical Ballads), and their disregarding

"Coleridge's testimony that Wordsworth's primary motive

had in fact been to exemplify a new way of perceiving the

world, by investing it with 'the modifying colors of

imagination."'43 This mode of perception is an activity

of the Bergsonian attainment of absolute knowledge. Since

the imagination rather than traditional conception is the
.1 W

shaping power of perception, concept-knowledge, or relative

knowledge, is a barrier to the "intellectual sympathy" of

absolute knowledge.

Abrams introduces the Edenic theme of the fall as

the Biblical derivation of the need for "freshness of

sensation": the inception of relative knowledge dimmed



human perception until, as Coleridge stated in the

Biographia Literaria, "in consequence of the film of

familiarity and selfish solicitude, we have eyes, yet

see not, ears that hear not, and hearts that neither feel

nor understand."E4 The capacity for pristine perception

is equated with both the infancy of mankind and the child-

hood of the individual since the capacity for "freshness

of sensation" remained undistorted in both cases. Abrams

cites a passage from Thomas Traherne in which the "visual

experience in childhood" is equated with the "perception

of Adam before the fall."45

Certainly Adam in Paradice had not more sweet and
Curious Apprehensions of the World, then Iwhen I
was a child . . . All appeared New, and Strange
at the first, inexpressibly rare, and Delightfull,
and Beautifull. . . . I seemed as one Brought into
the Estate of Innocence . . . The Green trees *.*.*
Transported and Ravished me; their Swe tnes8 and
unusual Beauty made my Heart to leap.4

"As later in Coleridge and Wordsworth, so in Traherne,

custom rather than depravity is the tyrant that holds our

innocent senses in bondage. 'Our Misery proceedeth ten

thousand times more from the outward Bondage of Opinion

and Custom then from any inward corruption or Deprivation

of Nature."'447

The second mode of renovative perception discussed

by Abrams is the "moment" during which "a deeply signifi-

cant experience" characterized by "an instant blaze of
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suddenly blazes into' revelation; the unsustained moment

seems to arrest what is passing, and is often described

as an intersection of eternity with time."k The

experiencing of such moments is not the exclusive

province of the Romantics. "The divine nucleus, the

point of contact between man's life and the divine life

has been given many names in the course of the

development of mystical doctrine."49 Some of the names

given to the "intersection" include the following:

Synteresis, the keeper or preserver of .
being. . . the Spark of the Soul, the Funklein
of the German mystics . . . [the] Apex, the point
at which it touches the heavens. . . . with a
suddeii flight to the other end of the symbolic
scale, and in order to emphasize its participation
in pure Being, rather than its difference from '
mere nature, it is called the Ground of the So1,
the foundation or basal stuff indwelt by God.

The core-religious experience of the mystics is also the

peak of the transcendental experience of the Romantics;

the veil which hides the eternal from temporal perception

is stripped away, and the psyche is enabled to attain

unity with the Absolute. Wordsworth describes the

experience in several instances in The Prelude when

"His soul/ Put off her veil, and, self-transmuted,

stood/ Naked as in the presence of her God" (Bk. IV,

p. 14 6 ). In "The Triumph of Life," Shelley describes

the "moment"



When a strange trance over my fancy grew
Which was not slumber, for the shade it spread

Was so transparent that the scene came through
As clear as, when a veil of light is drawn
O'er the evening hills, they glimmer.

(p. 504)

The "oceanic feeling" of the "moment" is described

as a dilation of the soul in Coleridge's "Hymn Before

Sunrise"; the "dilating Soul, enrapt, transfused," passed

into the "mighty vision" (p. 378). The image of the

dilating soul appears also in Byron's Childe Harold's

Pilgrimage:

. Our outward sense
Is but of gradual grasp--and as it is
That what we have of feeling most intense
Outstrips our faint expression; even so this
Outshining and o'er rhelming edifice
Fools our fond gaze, and greatest of the great
Defies at first our Nature's'littleness,
Till growing with its growth, we thus dilate

Our spirits to the size of that they contemplate.51

The third mode of perception in Abrams's scheme is

"visual transvaluation," "the breakthrough from sensual to

imaginative seeing" which emphasizes "the radical elevation

in the status of the object."52 Through the capacity to

perceive external objects without being hindered by

traditional concept-knowledge, the Romantics were able

to perceive grandeur in common objects. Abrams asserts

that the major exponent of the "transvaluation" is

Wordsworth: ". . . in his ability to perceive the



inherent sublimity in the common and lowly, and the

charismatic power in the trivial and the mean, lies his

essential originality as a poet."53 The primary aspect

of the "transvaluation" is the accomodatio of the divinity

which, according to Abrams, is a concept that "had evolved

through centuries of Christian speculation. . . . It

signifies the paradox at the heart of revelation, in that

the infinite and supreme Being had accommodated himself to

man's finite capacities for understanding, especially by

condescending to manifest His divinity through lowly

human agents and trivial objects and events."54

Wordsworth discusses the concept of accomodatio in the

1815 Supplementary Essay:

The religious man values what he sees chiefly as
an "imperfect shadowing forth" of what he is
incapable of seeing. The concerns of religion
refer to indefinite objects and are too weighty
for the mind to support them without relieving
itself by resting a great part of the burthen
upon words and symbols. The commerce between
Man and his Maker cannot be carried on but by'
a process where much is represented in little,
and the Infinite Being accommodates himself to
a finite capacity. 5 5

In "This Lime-Tree Bower, My Prison," Coleridge

apostrophizes natural objects so that Charles Lamb

"Struck deep with joy may stand" just as Coleridge had

stood in their presence "Silent with swimming sense":



yea, gazing round
On the wide landscape, gaze till all doth seem
Less gross than bodily; andof such hues
As veil the Almighty Spirit, when yet he makes
Spirits perceive his presence. (. l8)

Blake, who viewed "Meer Nature" as a temporal intrusion

upon the imagination which disconnected it from the

eternal, concedes that the eternal may nevertheless be

envisioned through the temporal by the proper faculties

of the imagination:

I assert for My Self that I do not behold the
outward Creation & that to me it is hindrance &
not Action; it is 's the dirt upon my feet' No
part of Me. "What," it will be Question'd, "When
the Sun rises, do you not see a round disk of fire
somewhat like a Guinea?" 0 no, no, I see an in-
inumerable 'ompany of the Heavenly host cryin
"Holy, Holy, Holy, is the Lord God Almighty."6

Blake's premise for transvaluation is the capacity to see

with fourfold vision:

Now I a fourfold vision see,
And a fourfold vision is given to me;
'Tis fourfold in my supreme delight
And threefold in soft Beulah's night
Arid twofold Always. May God us keep
From single vision and Newton's sleep!57

In A Blake Dictionay, S. Foster Damon explicates fourfold

vision: "Single vision . . . is seeing with the physical

eye only the facts before it. . . . Twofold Vision is . . .

the perception of human values in all things. . . . Three-

fold vision . . . is the creative state, where thought



appears in emotional form. Fourfold vision . . . is

the mystical ecstasy."58 The capacity for transvaluation

through fourfold vision enables the psyche

To see a World in a Grain of sand
And a Heaven in a Wild Flower,
Hold Infinity in the palm of your hand
And Eternity in an hour. 5 9

The connection between the Romantic and the Biblical

concepts of accomodatio and transvaluation is discussed

by Abrams with reference to Robert Lowth's 1753 publication

of Lectures on the Sacred Poetry of the Hebrews. The

imagery of the poets of the Old Testament reflects what

Abrams calls "humilitas-sublimitas" wherein "the most

common and familiar" natural objects express "the greatest

dignity.",60

Such imagery and language derive from "a simple
and 'ncultivated (or rather uncorrupted) state of
life," and to consider the present state and values
of society as a superior stage of development is
to fall into the error of taking "luxury, levity, 6
and pride" as criteria of a "superior civilization."

The concept of transvaluation indicates a type of

primitivism which considers the childhood of the individual

and the infancy of mankind as a golden age in which

perception was not bound by concept-knowledge; "freshness

of sensation" was thus possible and served as an ante-

cedent to "transvaluation." Through perception unhindered

by customary conceptions and through the capacity to



apprehend divine signatures in common, natural objects,

the Romantics were able to experience the transcendental

"moment" of unity of being. In the third canto of Childe

Harold's Pilgrimage, Byron called the experience the

"feeling infinite, so felt/ In solitude, where we are

least alone;/ A truth, which through our being then doth

melt,/ And purifies from self" (p. 49). In "Tintern

Abbey," Wordsworth spoke of

that serene and blessed mood,
In which the affections gently lead us on,--
Until, the breath of this corporeal frame
And even the motion of our human blood
Almost suspended, we are laid asleep
In body, and become a living soul:
While with an eye made quiet by the pdwer
Of harmony, and the deep power of joy,
We see into the life of things.

(p. 92)

In "Mont Blanc," Shelley spoke of "The everlasting uni-

verse of things" which "flows through the mind and rolls

its rapid waves" (p. 528). He addressed the ravine of

Arve and claimed it was the "likeness" of "Power":

Dizzy Ravine! and when I gaze on thee
I seem as in a trance sublime and strange
To muse on my own separate phantasy,
My own, my human mind, which passively
Now renders and receives fast influencings
Holding an unremitting interchange
With the clear universe of things around,
One legion of wild thoughts, whose wandering wings
Now float above the darkness, and now rest
Where that or thou art no unbidden guest,
In the still cave of the witch Poesy,
Seeking among the shadows that pass by
Ghosts of all things that are, some shade of thee,

I p



Some phantom, some faint image, till the breast
From which they fled recalls them, thou art there.

(p. 529)

In this passage Shelley exhibits the primary characteristic

of the transcendental or "core-religious" experience:

Shelley apprehended the "clear universe of things" as a

definite unity. The complex statement "thou art there,"

with which this passage concludes, indicates that the "human

mind," through the "unremitting interchange" it conducts

with the "clear universe of things," tries to find eternal

verities in the "shadows that pass by" until it realizes

that it, too, is part of the unity of the cosmos. The

human mind, which had "fled" from the Absolute to bind

itself in concept-knowledge, transcends self-consciousness

to unite with the Absolute and to attain thereby unity

of being.
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CONCLUSION: THE ROMANTIC VISION

IN THE CONTEMPORARY WORLD

Although the transcendental experience was not the

exclusive domain of the Romantics, there were distinct

elements which constituted their particular vision.

Primarily,.they rejected the limits of rational perception

and embraced. the cosmic. vision by asserting, through the

visionary imagination, that

We live in a universe, a cosmos. Unity underlies
the observed plurality and therefore continuity
and love between all levels and kinds of beings
is the primal fact. The cosmos- is an integral
nexus of intelligent life, of graduated conscious-
ness in which individual entities are momentary
forms inhabited by a single divine-mind-energy.1

Since they could attain a holistic view of the universe

through the perception of the sacred in both external

nature and the human psyche, they had no necessity to

relegate the Absolute to the "other world" of the

rationalists. The concept of a Deus absconditus was

totally alien to a world view in which the real, and

hence the sacred, could be directly experienced.

As Maslow stated, the "core-religious exprience"

is "the very beginning, the intrinsic core, the essence,.

the universal nucleus of every known high religion."2

What is particularly significant about the transcendental
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experience of the Romantics is that no major organized

religion was founded upon their visionary perceptions.

Their major accomplishment was, however, that they fused

the "core-religious experience" which had been all but

obliterated in the major Western religions into the

mainstream of western thought.

In the "Epilogue" appended to the 1971 edition of

The Visionary Company, Harold Bloom asserts that Romantic

poetry cannot be read today as "it was meant to be read"

because the modern reader has lost the "freedom to know."3

In the latter part of the twentieth century, Bloom

conjectures, readings of the Romantics can be only

"swervings or falls into language, and not the completions

these poets rightfully deserved." 4

We go to the poets to make our souls, Yeats said,
thinking of his relation to Shelley and to Keats,
but no souls have been made in our own generations
by these poets, not even among their most fanatic
admirers. Whatever the use'of Romantic poetry
among us there still may be, and doubtless there
continues to be great use, it is not, cannot '
be what these Titans prophesied. Another time,'
whose presages are nowhere to be found about us,
must come if at last this company of visionaries
is not to be judged another heroic failure.

The prophecy of the Titans discussed by Bloom was that the

expression of the unitive consciousness "could either

liberate" humanity from its "fallen condition" or could

reveal the "condition as unnecessary, as an unimaginative

fiction that an awakened spirit could slough off."6
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Between the Romantic prophecy and the present day,

there have been numerous psycho-cultural crises. The

French Revolution failed in its role as the apocalypse

which would be followed by the millenium. In the latter

part of the nineteenth century, Matthew Arnold observed

that the Victorians were "Wandering between two worlds,

one dead,/ The other powerless to be born." Darwin's

theory of evolution destroyed man's conception of his

place in whatever divine scheme of things remained by

1859. Although the universe had long since been emptied

of the gods, Nietzsche's Also Sprach Zarathustra pronounced

the final immolation of the Deity. Freudian psychology

fragmented the human psyche into several levels of

consciousness and subconsciousness and declared the

aspiration for unity of being a neurosis. Furthermore,

there are the atrocities of two world wars with which to

contend. Could humanity have any pretense to a unitive

consciousness and a renovative holistic perception of the

universe after enduring these critical events and finding

itself in the midst of a mechanized world undreamed of

by Francis Bacon?

Although the Romantic prophecy might not be fulfilled

through the poets of the present, there are definite

"presages . . . to be found about us."9 What has been

viewed as a fragmentation of the human psyche is presently

being considered a complexity. For example, one indication



of the aspiration for the unitive consciousness is evident

in the transpersonalist branch of psychology, which bases

its theory upon the commitment to the understanding of the

cosmic world view.

The only way out of alienation is the vision of
the transcendent citizenship of the human spirit.
The transpersonal therapist is a religious per-
missionary in a secular culture that usually makes
its citizens ashamed to experience the sublime.
He or she says, in effect, that the quest for
glory, for "cosmic heroism," for ultimate meaning
is not neurosis (af Freud suggested) but the only
pathway to health,

This world view is not a modern innovation. "It reoccurs

regularly as a romantic protest against the over-

rationalization of life, for example, in the writings

of Meister Eckhart, William Blake, Samuel T. Coleridge,

and Ralph Waldo Emerson.""l

In Where the Wasteland Ends (the title is significant.

in itself), Theodore Roszak offers the growing concern

for ecological responsibility as a necessary prelude to

a harmonious life condition. He sees one hopeful augury

of a "Visionary Commonwealth" in the counter-culture

movement away from traditional Western materialistic values

toward the Eastern spiritual values.12

Joseph Campbell has expressed the hope that the

positive aspects of the technological society may liberate

the human consciousness from the traditional views of

cyclical time and linear time and from the psychological
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repercussions involved in both. The cyclical view "sees

an unending series of irreversible declining cycles ever

again renewed" while the linear view sees "a singular

world-creation, once perfect but corrupted and to be

restored--both views prophesying final disaster."'3

Campbell addresses himself to modern scientists and

their "search . . . into a world more wondrous than the

merely visible one" in hopes that they "wil] awaken within

us latent dreams of a new destiny-image--a myth equivalent

to the hundreds of thousands, even hundreds of millions,

of years that may lie ahead of this 'Spaceship Earth'

before the miracle of its star expires and the rapture

of its cycling ends."' 4

When these current attitudes toward cosciousness

are considered as a sample of a growing trend of thought,

Bloom's search for "presages" of the Romantic prophecy

of a unitive consciousness may prove fruitful. Other

aspects of the cosmic world view appearing in the latter

part of the twentieth century are listed in a recent study

in Psychology dy:, the various theories of Carl Gustave

Jung, Abraham Maslow, Norman 0. Brown, Herbert Marcuse,

and R. D. Laing; theories of psychosynthesis advanced by

Robert Assagioli; the parapsychological movements of Aldous

Huxley and Timothy Leary within the "drug culture"; the

various branches of mediation; paranormal psychology;

interest in astrology; the black-hole theories of the
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"new cosmologists"; and Primal Therapy and the Human

Potential Movement based at Esalen Institute.15

Dr. Robert Ornstein of the Langley Porter Neuro-

psychiatric Institute in San Francisco is conducting

experiments involving the differences between the left

and right sides of the brain controlling, respectively,

the analytical and intuitive processes. Ornstein asserts

that through the emphasis in Western culture upon the

analytical thought processes, intuitive perception

increasingly has dimmed. His hopes are that by

determining precisely how to activate either side of

the brain at will, "a confluence" of the rational and

the intuitional aspects of consciousness may be achieved.1 6

Perhaps a more detailed understanding of the interaction

between the left and right sides of the brain will

contribute to a more comprehensive apprehension of the

unitive consciousness achieved through the transcendental

experience.

The validity of the Romantic concept of the psychical

animation of the universe is now being seriously considered

as a probability by physicists. Comparisons are being

drawn between the neutrino's necessary existence to energy

and the psychon's necessary existence to mind. The

Russian astronomer V. A. Firsoff has postulated that the

mind is comparable to electricity or gravity in that mind

is, perhaps, a "universal entity . . . composed of as yet
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undiscovered particles he calls 'mindons.''17 If the

physicists involved with theories of mind establish the

"psychon" and the "mindon" as universal principles, perhaps

the Romantic idea of the imagination and its unification

with the universal mind which animates all of nature and

human intelligence may be validated for the modern

scientific, rationalistic predilection.
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